GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG ASSOCIATION OF HAWKES BAY
WELLINGTON DISTRICT GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG CLUB (INC),
CHAMPIONSHIP SHOWS - 19th and 20th MARCH 2016
JUDGE: MELANIE GROTH (NSW) – SUNDAY
BABY PUPPY DOG – LONG STOCK (3-6m)
Bib No.

CRITIQUE

1

TIERGARTEN NO REGRETS
5 months. Typey. Black and gold. Quite well constructed puppy of good type. Presents
a lovely picture in stance. Good bone structure. Quite deeply angled hindquarters.
Good movement.
Grading: Very promising
Placing: Third

2

CHESTERHOPE ALL BETS R OFF
5 months. Nicely constructed sable puppy of pleasing type. Expressive. Alert. Presents a
good picture in stance. Good sequence of steps for his age.
Grading: Very promising
Placing: Second

3

TOATAHI PAINT IT BLACK
3 months. Black and gold. Slightly stretched puppy. Well coated. Good bone strength.
Presents very good picture in stance. Good movement.
Grading: Very promising
Placing: First

BABY PUPPY BITCH – LONG STOCK (3-6m)

6

TOATAHI FAR AWAY EYES
3 months. Black and gold. Stretched. Well boned puppy of pleasing type. Presents a
pleasing picture in stance with good angles of the fore and hindquarter. Good head
strength.
Grading: Very promising.
Placing: First.

PUPPY BITCH – LONG STOCK (6-12m)

7

DELGARDA GOLLY GOSH
9 months. Black and red gold. Slightly elongated. Expressive feminine puppy of good
type. The planes of the skull should be a little more parallel. Powerful neck. Good back.
The croup is slightly short and slightly steep. Good angulation of the forequarter. Deep
hindquarter angulation. Level withers. Good fore and slightly short under chest.
Stepping slightly narrow in front and rear. Shows good movement with a good
sequence of steps.
Grading: Very promising
Placing: Second

8

DELGARDA GLAMSLAM
9 months. Well boned, black and red female of stretched proportions. Very pleasing
type. Good head and expression, however the eyes should be a fraction darker. The
neck ideally should be a little longer. Good top and underline. Good fore and slight
deep hind angulation. The upper arm could be a little longer. Stepping narrow both
front and rear. The hock and elbow joints should be a little tighter. Displays a very good
sequence of steps maintaining a good overline. Very good reach and drive.
Grading: Very promising
Placing: First

INTERMEDIATE BITCH – LONG STOCK (24-36m)

9

DELGARDA FANDANGLE
2 years 2 months. 59cm well above medium size strong and substantial stretched
female. Black and gold. The saddle markings should be little darker. Expressive
feminine head. The ears are set a little low on the skull. The planes of the skull should be
a little more parallel. Strong neck which should be slightly longer. Level withers. Straight
back. The croup is a little short and a flat. The upper arm is well angled but could be a
little longer. Deep hindquarters and broad muscled thighs. Good fore and under chest.
Good length of fore leg. Standing not quite correct in front. The pasterns should be a
little firmer. Stepping slightly narrow in the rear. The hock and elbow joints should be a
little tighter. Displays a good sequence of steps with a firm topline and good
ligamentation. She has a good length of stride, however a slight tendency to high step.
Grading:
Placing: First

NZ BRED BITCH – LONG STOCK

10

CH WHITEHAWK ANGEL KISS
31 months. Missing P2 upper left. 56cm medium size, medium strong. Slightly stretched
black and gold female of good type. Good head and expression. The skull is just a little
domed. Good neck. Slight nick behind withers. Firm back. Slightly short and slightly
steep croup. Very good fore angulation, deep hindquarter angulation. Good length of
foreleg. Good fore and under chest. Stepping correct at front and rear. The elbows
should be much tighter, but is showing good overall hock firmness. Good drive and
reach, however she should carry the wither higher in movement. Good ligamentation.
Grading: Very good
Placing: First

BABY PUPPY DOG (3-6m)
Bib No.

CRITIQUE

11

TIERGARTEN NOTHIN BT TROUBLE
5 months. Well boned. Sightly elongated black and gold male puppy of good type.
Good head. Ears yet to firm. Good top line. Good underline. Deeply angulated in rear
with long hocks. Tail has cast to the left. Good stride length with good movement.
Grading: Very promising
Placing: Fourth

12

ABBARON FREDDY MERCURY
Absent

13

ABBARON FREDDY FENDER
Absent

14

OAKWAY SCALLY-WAG
5 months. Well boned black and gold male of good type. Good head. Ears yet to firm.
Good length of neck. Good back however quite a bend in the lumbar spine. Sightly
steep croup. Deeply angulated. Pasterns should be firmer. Hocks very infirm. Maintains
good overline on the move.
Age. Colour. Crit.
Grading: Very promising
Placing: Second

15

BLACKCREST ICE MAN
4 months. Well constructed, black gold male of pleasing type. Expressive. Good top
and underline. Deeply angulated. Long pasterns. Good stride length but needs to hold
his wither a little better.
Grading: Very promising
Placing: First

16

TOATAHI JUMPIN JACK FLASH
3 months. Well boned, masculine, slightly stretched puppy of pleasing type. Presents a
nice picture in stance. Good head. Good angulations. Good top and under line.
Good movement, just yet to develop his ring craft
Grading: Very promising
Placing: Third

MINOR PUPPY DOG (6-9m)

17

DERINGOLSTA URMIDIESEL
8 months. Raw, medium strong puppy of good type. Good head, however the eyes
should be darker. Rather large ears. Needs to be trained a little better for the ring. High
withers, firm back. Short steep croup. Short steep upper arm. Deep hindquarter
angulations. Good fore and slightly short under chest. Good length of fore leg. Still very
raw in his development. Tail has a cast to the left. Stepping a little wide at the rear. Not
quite correct in the rea. Hocks and elbows need to be much tighter. Dry and firm
ligamentation over the back. The sequence of steps is yet to develop, but he has a
good stride.
Grading: Promising 1
Placing: First

18

BRIGENTI JUST DYNAMITE (IMP-AUST) AI
Absent

PUPPY DOG (6-12m)
19

OAKWAY ORIGINAL SIN
Absent

20

AIMSWAY PEP MAGIC (IMP-AUST)
10 months. Typey, masculine, well boned, black and red male of pleasing type. The
planes of the skull should be more parallel. The expression is marred by medium eye.
The neck should be longer. Good over line. The croup is well moulded but slightly short.
Good fore and very deep hind angulation. Good fore and under chest. Stepping
narrow at rear, and correct at front. The hocks need to be much firmer. Tail is cast to
the left. Good movement however the hocks do impede the rear drive.
Grading: Very promising
Placing: First

21

ABBARON EVIL KNIEVEL
10 months. Medium strong, black and red gold male of good type. The eyes should be
a fraction darker. Level withers and firm back. Well moulded but slightly short and
steep croup. Good angulations. Good fore and slightly short under chest. Good length
of fore leg. Stepping a little narrow at rear and wide at front. The hocks need to be
firmer. The elbows are a little open. Shows good drive and reach. The ears need to be
firmer in movement. The sequence of steps needs to develop.
Grading: Very promising
Placing: Second

22

DELGARDA GOOD TO GO
9 months. Medium strong black and gold male. Slightly stretched. Good head. The
neck should be longer. Level withers, firm back. Slightly short and steep croup. Good
fore and deep hind angulation. Good fore and slightly short und chest. Shows much
energy. Steps narrow at front and rear. The hocks and elbows should be firmer. The tail
has a slight cast to left.
Grading: Very promising
Placing: Third

JUNIOR DOG (12-24m)
23

KEYBEAU BATTERIES NOT INCL’D
Absent

24

HUNDMEISTER IRON MAN
66cm. Very large, medium strong, stretched, black and light gold male. Ideally the
saddle markings should be a little darker. Expressive head. Slight roman nose. Medium
eye colour. The neck should be a little longer. Level withers and firm back. Short, steep
croup. The tail is set a little high. The upper arm is of good length but set slightly steep.
Very good hind angulation. Good fore and slightly short under chest. The pasterns
should be a little firmer. Steps a little wide at rear and front. The elbows should be a
little less open. Very good drive and reach. Maintains a firm top line and good
sequence of steps. Dry and firm.
Grading: VGS
Placing: Second

27

ABBARON CARLOS SANTANA
63.5cm. Above medium size medium strong, richly coloured, well pigmented male of
pleasing type. Very good head. The neck should be a little longer. Slight nick behind
level withers. Firm back. Slightly short and steep croup. Very good fore and deep hind
angulation. Good fore and slightly short under chest. The pasterns should be firmer.
Good length foreleg. Steps a little narrow at rear, and not quite correct at front. Very
good drive and reach, maintaining good over line. Quite nicely balanced. Dry and
firm.
Grading: VGS
Placing: First

28

DERINGOLSTA RIKKI
64cm. Above medium size, medium strong, elongated sable male of good type.
Expressive. Good head. The neck is set slightly erect. Level withers, firm back. Slightly
short and steep croup. Good fore and very deep hind angulation. Good fore and
under chest. Good length of fore leg. Stepping slightly narrow both front and rear.
Displays strong rear drive, but due to depth of angulation he doesn’t quite complete
the drive. Slight restriction in the reach. Maintaining good over line. Firm and dry.
Grading:
Placing: Fourth

29

AKTAHUND HERE WE GO AGAIN
1 year 4 months. 64.5cm. Well above medium size., medium strong, grey sable male.
The gold markings should ideally be a little darker. The skull and foreface are a little
narrow and the lips should be a little less loose. The eyes should be a little darker. Good
neck, level withers, firm back. Well moulded slightly short croup. Good fore and very
good hind angulation. Good fore and under chest. Standing not quite correct in front.
The pasterns should be firmer. Steps correct front and rear with good overall firmness.
Good length of stride with good balance. Should carry the tail a little lower in
movement.
Grading: Third
Placing: VGS

30

REIDHAUS ARCTIC-POLAR BEAR
Double P1 upper right. 67cm. Oversize. Expressive, slightly elongated golden sable
male of good type. Ideally the bones should be a little stronger for his size. The eyes are
medium coloured. The neck is set slightly erect. Level withers, straight back that shows
a slight bend in the lumbar spine. The croup is well moulded but steep. The tail is set a
little high. The upper arm should be a little longer and the shoulder blade is a little
steep. Deep hind angulation, where the lower thigh is a little too long. Very good
length of foreleg. Good fore and under chest. Steps a little narrow in the rear and not
quite correct in front. The hocks and elbows should be firmer. In movement displays
quite good balance, with a good sequence of steps. Maintaining a good over line.
Grading: Very good
Placing: Fifth

31

CASTASTAR ETHAN (IMP-AUST)
Absent

32

LUCEO WILLIAM WALLACE
Absent

INTERMEDIATE DOG (24-36m)

33

CH DERINGOLSTA JACK DANIELS
65cm. Large, medium strong. Elongated. Black and gold male of good type. Well
structured head with medium eye colour. The left ear is tipped back. Ideally the neck
should be longer. Slight nick behind level withers. Firm back. Short steep croup. The tail
is set slightly high. The upper arm should ideally be a little longer. Very good hind
angulation. Good fore and under chest. Good length of fore leg. Shown in out of coat
condition. Stepping a little narrow at rear and not quite correct in front. The elbows
should be a little bit firmer. Displays good gait and ground cover. A little high stepping
in front. The tail should be carried a little bit lower and is cast to the left.
Grading: VG2
Placing: Second

34

DERINGOLSTA MURPHY
67cm. Over size. Strong, substantial, robust male of good type. Slightly elongated.
Masculine head. Slightly roman nose. The eyes should be a fraction darker. Very
powerful dog. The neck should ideally be a little bit longer. Good top and under line.
Shown in slightly heavy condition. Good fore and pronounced under chest. Good
length of fore leg. Very good fore and slightly deep hind angulation. Steps a little
narrow both front and rear. Has a tendency to toe in at the front. In movement displays
a good sequence of steps maintaining a good over line.
Grading: VG1
Placing: First

36

HOLANDRA PUTZ
64cm. Above medium size. Medium strong. Expressive, slightly elongated black and
gold male of good type. The ears are set a little bit low on the skull. Medium eye
colour. The neck should be a bit longer. Slight nick behind level withers, straight back.
Slightly short and steep croup. The upper arm should be a little longer. Very good hind
angulation. Good fore and under chest. Stands not quite correct in front. The pasterns
are a little steep. Stepping a little wide at rear and not quite correct at front. Shown in
slightly out of coat condition. The tail cast to the left. Shows good movement however
the sequence of steps should be better developed. Needs a little more ring training.
Grading: VG3
Placing: Third

NZ BRED DOG
37

CH ZETLAND MANHATTON
Absent

38

TOATAHI DEVILS GAIT
5 years 3 months. Broken canine upper left. 67.5cm. Oversize. Strong, robust masculine
dog, slightly elongated. black and red male of good type. Ideally the saddle should
be a little darker. Desired dark mask. Very good eye colour. The ears are set slightly low
on skull. Slight roman nose. The lips are a little loose. Very good neck that should be a
little longer. Level withers. Firm back. Slightly short, slightly steep croup. Good fore and
slightly deep hind angulation. Good fore and pronounced under chest. Ideally the
pasterns should be a little firmer. Good proportion of fore leg. Stepping a little narrow
at rear and not quite correct at front. Displays good drive with slight restriction in reach.
Should be a little firmer in pasterns.
Grading: Excellent 1
Placing: First

39

WHITEHAWK YURA-SON
Disqualified

40

ROMARISS GLOBAL-DREAM
Absent

41

CH DERINGOLSTA PHALCO
66cm. Very large, medium strong, well -proportioned black and gold male of good
type. Ideally the skull and fore face should be a little stronger. The neck should be
longer. Slight nick behind high withers. Firm straight back. The croup is short and steep.
The tail is set a little high. The upper and shoulder blades are slightly steep. Deep hind
angulations where the upper thigh is longer than the lower thigh. Good fore, and
slightly deep under chest. Standing not quite correct in front. Steps a little narrow at
rear and not quite correct at front. Shows good sequence of steps and maintains a
good overline.
Grading: Very good
Placing: Second

OPEN DOG

43

V YESTER VOM FEUERMELDER SCHH1 AD IPO II (IMP-GER) TO AUST
65cm. Large, strong, substantial, richly coloured black and gold male of pleasing type.
Ideally the saddle markings should be a little darker. Expressive head. Strong powerful
neck. Level withers, firm back. Well moulded, slightly short croup. Good fore, slightly
short hindquarter angulation. Broad powerful thighs. Good length of foreleg. Good
under-chest. Steps a little close at rear, and correct at front. Hocks and elbows should
be a little firmer. Shows very good power from rear with good reach, maintaining a
good over line. Ideally he should be more settled in ring.
Grading: Excellent
Placing: First

45

CH OAKWAY BITE THE BULLET
66cm. Large. Medium strong, slightly elongated black and gold male of good type.
Expressive head. Ideally the mask should be a little darker. Medium eyes and well set
ears. Very good neck. Very good overline. The upper arm should be a little longer. Very
good hind angulation. Good fore and very good underchest. Standing not quite
correct in front. The pasterns should be a little firmer. Good length of foreleg. Steps a
little wide at rear and not quite correct in front. The elbows should be more closed.
Displays good, far reaching gait with very good topline. Maintains firm ligamentation.
Grading: Excellent
Placing: Fourth

46

REIDHAUS ICEBREAKER
65cm. Large. Medium strong. Richly coloured red sable male of very good type. Very
good head. Ideally, the eyes should be a little darker. The ears are a little small. Strong
neck. Slight nick behind level withers. Straight back. Slightly steep, well moulded croup.
The tail is set a little high. Very good fore and slightly deep hind angulations. Good fore
and very good underchest. The pasterns should be a little firmer. Steps a little narrow at
rear. Displays good sequence of steps with firm overline and a good length of stride.
Grading: Excellent
Placing: Fifth

47

CH ZAUBERREICH AT LAST IANTO
65.5cm. Large, medium strong, black and light gold dog of stretched proportions.
Expressive head with very good eye colour. Ideally the mask should be a little darker.
The saddle should be a little more black. Very good head. Slightly erect neck. High
withers and firm back. Well moulded, slightly short croup. Very good fore and slightly
deep hind angulations. Pronounced fore and slightly short underchest. The pasterns
should be a little firmer. Steps correct at rear and a little narrow at the front. Hock and
elbow joints should be tighter. Good drive and reach, however the neck carriage is a
little high in movement and shows a tendency to high step.
Grading: Excellent
Placing: Sixth

48

AKTAHUND TAKE-MANHATTON
64cm. Well above medium size, medium strong, black and red gold dog of stretched
proportions. The black saddle should be more defined. Expressive, well coloured, well
structured head. Good neck. Very good top line. Very good fore and hind angulations
with well muscled thighs. Good fore and slightly short under chest with good length of
fore leg. Stepping a little narrow at front and rear. The hock and elbow joints should be
tighter. Displays very good stride with a nice easy gait. Presented in dry and firm
condition.
Grading: Excellent
Placing: Third

49

BOLDOVE OF TAIMANA
66cm. Very large, medium strong, richly coloured black and red male of good
proportions. Expressive, masculine head. The lips are a little loose. The neck is set slightly
erect. Very good topline. The upper arm is of good length but set a little steep. Deep
hind angulations. Good fore, and slightly short underchest. Very good length of
foreleg. The pasterns ideally should be a little firmer. Steps a little narrow at front and
rear. Ideally the hock and elbow joints should be a little tighter. Displays powerful drive
with good reach. Ideally the ligamentation over the back should be a little tighter.
Grading: Excellent
Placing: Second

BABY PUPPY BITCH (3-6m)

51

ABBARON FEEBEE
5 months. Expressive, black and red gold puppy. Presents a lovely picture in stance.
Good angulation. Feminine. Good sequence of steps.
Grading: Very promising
Placing: Third

52

OAKWAY SHAMROCK
5 months. Expressive, feminine, well boned baby of pleasing type. Presents a very good
picture in stance. Well angled with nice lines. Quite deeply angled. Has a good
sequence of steps for her age.
Grading: Very promising
Placing: First

54

BLACKCREST IT’S A BREEZE
Absent

55

TOATAHI BLACK LIMOUSINE
3 months. Well balanced, expressive baby of good type. Presents a good picture in
stance. Just going through a coat transition. Good angles. Presents a nice outline in
movement with a good sequence of steps.
Grading: Very promising
Placing: Second

56

TOATAHI PLAY WITH FIRE
3 months. Well structured, well boned puppy of pleasing type. Good angulation,
however a little deep behind. Going through a coat transition. Ears yet to firm. Holds a
nice line, with an expansive gait.
Grading: Very promising
Placing: Fourth

MINOR PUPPY BITCH (6-9m)
57

BRIGENTI JUST MAGIC (IMP-AUST) AI
Absent

PUPPY BITCH (6-12m)
58

ABBARON EVA THE DEVA
Absent

59

OAKWAY POWER PLAY
9 months. Leggy. Still quite raw in development. Black and red puppy of pleasing type.
Expressive and feminine. Presents a nice picture in stance. Good length of foreleg.
Slightly deep hind angulation. Stepping very narrow in rear and slightly narrow in front.
The hocks should be firmer. Carries the tail a little high in movement. Shown in a slightly
out of coat condition. Displaying a good sequence of steps with good overline.
Grading: Very promising 1
Placing: First

60

DELGARDA GOOD N READY
9 months. Quite large black and red gold, slightly stretched puppy of good type.
Expressive feminine head. Well boned. The neck needs to be longer. Good angulation.
Good over and under line. Very good length of foreleg. The tail is cast to the right.
Stepping a little narrow in both front and rear. Displays good sequence of steps with a
firm back line.
Grading: Very promising
Placing: Second

JUNIOR BITCH (12-24m)
61

KEYBEAU GREEN I’D MONSTA
Absent

62

HUNDMEISTER ITS ALL ABOUT ME
60cm. Large, medium strong, stretched black and light gold female of pleasing type.
Should be a little more self-assured for the measurement. Expressive, feminine head,
where the mask could be darker. Medium eyes colour. Good top and overline. Very
good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation Good fore and under chest. Good
length of foreleg but stands a little open at the elbow. In movement, displays powerful
drive and reach. Maintains very good overline.
Grading: Very good
Placing: Fourth

63

DERINGOLSTA PETRA
60cm. Large, medium strong, elongated black and gold female of good type.
Expressive, feminine head with desired dark mask and good ear carriage. The neck
should be longer. Slight nick behind high withers. Firm back. Slightly short, steep croup.
Good fore and very deep hind angulation. Good fore and under chest. Good length
foreleg. Pasterns are a little infirm. Steps a little narrow at front and rear. The hock and
elbow joints should be a little tighter. Displays good ground coverage with high withers.
The back ligaments should be a little firmer.
Grading: Very good
Placing: Second

64

DERINGOLSTA QUE-ANNA
59cm. Well above medium size. Medium strong sable female of good type. Ideally the
skull and foreface should be a little stronger and the eyes a little darker. Good neck,
level with firm back. Quite well moulded, slightly short croup. The upper arm is short and
steep. Deep hind angulation. White toes on front feet. Good fore, slightly short
underchest. Should be a little more settled on teeth examination. Steps a little wide
front and rear. Hock and elbow joints should be tighter. Displays good drive, slightly
restricted in reach with good over line. Still to develop her sequence of steps
Grading: Very good
Placing: Eighth

65

ABBARON DAISY DUKE
59cm. Well above medium size, medium strong, black and red gold, well proportioned
female of good type. Should be a little more settled in the ring. Good head and
expression. The neck should be a little longer. Good overline. The upper arm is a good
length, however a little steep. Slightly deep hind angulation. Good fore and short
underchest. Good length of foreleg but standing a little open at the elbow. Stepping
very narrow at rear and not quite correct at the front. The hock and elbow joints should
be much tighter. Displays very good ground coverage with good power from rear and
maintaining a good top line.
Grading: Very good
Placing: Third

66

AKTAHUND HERE’S TO THE JUDGE
59cm. Well above medium size, medium strong. Gold sable female of good type.
Slightly stretched proportions. Excellent head. Slightly roman nose. The ears are set a
little low on the skull. The eyes should be darker. The neck should be a little longer. High
withers, firm straight back. Slightly short, quite well moulded croup. The upper arm
should be a little longer. Very good hind angulation. Good fore and underchest.
Standing open at elbows. The pasterns are a little steep. Steps narrow at rear and
correct at front. The elbow joints should be a little less open. In movement displays
good ground coverage, where the back ligamentation should be a little tighter.
Grading: Very good
Placing: Seventh

67

AKTAHUND HULLABALOO
61cm. Very large. Medium strong, golden sable female of good type. Good head and
expression. Medium eye colour. Ideally the neck should be longer. Good top line. The
croup is well moulded but slightly steep. The upper arm is slightly steep but of good
length. Deep hindquarter angulation. Good length of foreleg. Good fore and very
good underchest. Steps correct in front and rear. The tail is cast to the left. Displays
good ground coverage, however tends to fall a little on the forehand. Good
ligamentation.
Grading: Very good
Placing: Fifth

68

STELLA OF AMOR
Absent

70

TREROSE PETRA-ELLA
59.5cm. Well above medium size, medium strong, black and light gold female shown in
out of coat condition. Slightly stretched proportions. Ideally, the skull and foreface
should be a little stronger. The eyes should be a little darker. Slight nick behind high
withers. Straight back, however she has a downward bend in the lumber spine, which
leads to a short steep croup. The upper arm should be longer and better angled. Deep
hind angulation. Good fore and under chest. Good length of foreleg. Steps a little
narrow both front and rear. Should be a little firmer in the elbows. Shows good drive
and reach with a tendency to fall slightly on the forehand.
Grading: Very good
Placing: Sixth

72

CEDARLODGE RIDE ON OF TOATAHI
Absent

73

SERINA VOM VOLKERSON
60cm. Large, medium strong, richly coloured black and red female of excellent type.
Expressive feminine head with rather large but firm ears. Good neck. Straight back with
a slight downward bend in lumbar spine. The croup is a little short and steep. The
upper arm is of good length, however set steep. Good lay of the shoulder. Deep hind
angulation. Good fore and very good underchest. Good length of foreleg. The
pasterns are infirm. Steps narrow at rear. Should be a little firmer in the hocks. In
movement she displays effortless, far reaching movement with a very good stride
length and very good overall firmness
Grading: Very good select
Placing: First

INTERMEDIATE BITCH (24-36m)

75

76

BOOTY CALL OF TAIMANA
2 years 11 months. 59cm. Well above medium size, medium strong, well coated, well
structured female with good proportions. Expressive, feminine head with desired dark
eye. The neck is set slightly erect and should be slightly longer. Level withers. Firm back.
Slightly short, slightly steep croup that is well moulded. The upper arm should be a little
longer. Slightly deep hind angulation. Good fore and under chest. She steps a little
narrow at front and rear. The hocks and elbows should be a little firmer. Displays good
drive with slight restriction in reach. Tends to fall a little on the forehand. The
ligamentation over the back should be firmer.
Grading: Excellent
Placing: Fourth
OAKWAY KUDOS
2 years 9 months. 59cm. Well above medium size., medium strong, elongated black
and gold female presented in out of coat condition. Ideally the black saddle should
be a little darker. Good running bones. Expressive feminine head which should have a
little more stop. Very good neck. Long level withers. Straight back. Quite well moulded,
slightly short croup. The tail set a little high. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation.
Good fore and very good under chest. Stands not quite correct in front. Steps narrow
at rear with loose hocks, and not quite correct at front. The elbows should be a little
tighter. Displays far reaching gait where the pasterns should be a little firmer, however
maintains a very good over line.
Grading: Excellent
Placing: Second

78

ABBARON ZODIAC PRINCESS
Absent

79

SAROLTA SKY HIGH BABY
2.5 years. 59cm. Well above medium size, medium strong, elongated black and gold
female of very good type. Expressive, feminine head with medium eye colour. Good
length of neck. Very good top and underline. Very good fore and deep hind
angulation. The pasterns should be a little firmer. Good length of foreleg. Steps a little
narrow at rear, and correct in front. The hock and elbow joints should be tighter.
Displays good ground covering movement with good power from the rear. Maintains a
good overline.
Grading: Excellent
Placing: Third

80

AKTAHUND ALL TAKEN
2 years 7 months. 61cm. Very large, medium strong. Well coloured black and red
female of pleasing type. Stretched proportions. The foreface is a little too long, and the
eyes a little round. Well placed ears. The neck should be a little longer. High withers,
firm back, slightly short, slightly steep croup. The tail is set a little high. The upper arm
should be longer and better angled. Shown in slightly heavy condition. Very good hind
angulation. Good fore and very good under chest. Good length of foreleg where the
pasterns should be a little firmer in stance. Slight wave in coat over top line. Stepping a
little narrow in rear and not quite correct in front. Hocks and elbows should be a little
tighter. Displays very good drive with a slight restriction in reach. Has a tendency to fall
slightly to the forehand.
Grading: Excellent
Placing: Fifth

82

OAKWAY MIX IT UP
2 years 3 months. 59.5cm. Well above medium size, medium strong, well coloured
sable female of pleasing type. Stretched proportions. Ideally the skull and foreface
should be stronger. Desired dark mask. The eyes should be a little darker. Good length
of neck. Slight nick behind level withers, firm back, quite well moulded croup. The
upper arm should be a little longer. Deep hind angulation with powerful thighs. Good
fore and very good underchest. Standing not quite correct in front she steps a little
narrow at rear. The hocks and elbows should be a little tighter. Very good
pigmentation. In movement she displays very good ground cover and powerful drive,
whilst maintaining a very good overline.
Grading: Excellent
Placing: First

NZ BRED BITCH

83

AKTAHUND KERFUFFLE
5 years 2 months. 57cm. Medium size. Medium strong. Gold sable female of good type
shown in heavy condition. Good head and expression, however the eyes could be a
fraction darker. The neck is a little short. Level withers, straight back in stance. Short
steep croup. Good fore and hind angulation. Good fore and pronounced under
chest. The coat is a little wavy on the top line which detracts from the overall
presentation. She has a white splash on chest. Steps a little narrow at rear and slightly
wide at front. The hock and elbow joints should be firmer. Displays good drive and
reach however falls a little on the forehand.
Grading: Very good
Placing: Seventh

84

OAKWAY IN ON IT
Absent

85

86

87

88

89

AKTAHUND TAKE-A-MOMENT
3 years 7 months. 59cm. Well above medium size, medium strong, grey sable female of
good type. Good proportions. Ideally the skull and foreface should be a little stronger.
Has desired dark mask and rather large but firm ears. Level withers, firm back, slightly
short, slightly steep croup. The wave in the coat spoils the topline a little. The upper arm
should be a little longer and better angled. Slightly deep hind angulations. Pronounced
fore and under chest development. Shown in slightly heavy condition. Stepping very
narrow at rear and not correct quite correct at front. Toes in slightly. The hock and
elbow joints should be much firmer. Good power from the rear drive, and slightly
restricted reach. The ears should be firmer in movement and the back ligamentation
should be firmer overall.
Grading: Very good
Placing: Sixth
WHITEHAWK YUSAMA
Absent
OAKWAY JUST-A-TEASE
3 years 6 months. 60cm. Large, medium strong, elongated black and gold female
presented in very good condition. Expressive head. The proportions of the skull and
foreface should be a little more equal. Strong powerful neck. Level withers, firm back,
well moulded, slightly short croup. Very good fore and deep hind angulation. Good
fore and pronounced underchest. Good length of foreleg. Stands not quite correct in
front. Stepping a little narrow at rear the hock and elbows joints should be a little firmer.
In movement she displays very good ground coverage maintaining good overline.
Grading: Excellent
Placing: Second
TOATAHI RIDE THE LIGHTNING
3 years 2 months. 60.5cm. Large, medium strong, substantial brood type female with
good proportions. Black and rich red with white splash on chest. Good structure of skull
and foreface with dark eyes. The right ear should be firmer. Strong, powerful neck.
Level withers, firm back, slightly steep, slightly short croup. Very good angulation of the
fore, and deep hindquarter angulation. Good fore and pronounced under chest.
Shown in heavy condition. The pasterns should be firmer. Stepping a little narrow at
rear, where the hock and elbows joints should be firmer. Displays good power from the
rear with slight restriction in fore reach. The right ear should be firmer in movement, as
should back ligamentation.
Grading: Excellent
Placing: Fifth
ABBARON ALIESHA KEYS
2 years 2 months. 57.5cm. Just above medium size, medium strong, black and red gold
female shown slightly out of coat. Still youthful in overall development. The bones
overall should be a little stronger. The skull and foreface should be a little stronger.
Medium eyes. Good length of neck level with firm back. Slightly short, well moulded
croup. The upper arm should be a touch longer. Very good hind angulation. Good
length of foreleg. Good fore and underchest. Stepping a little narrow at rear and wide
at front. The elbows are a little too open. The hock joints should be firmer. Displays
good sequence of steps and maintains good overline. Should have a little more
energy
Grading: Excellent
Placing: Third

90

OAKWAY NORTEE BUT NICE
2 years. 59cm. Well above medium size, medium strong, elongated black and gold
female of pleasing type. Presented in slightly out of coat condition. Expressive head,
where the eyes should be a fraction darker. Good length of neck. Good top and
underline. The upper arm should be a little longer. Deep hindquarter angulation. Good
length of foreleg. Standing not quite correct in front. Stepping a little narrow at front
and rear. The elbow joints should be little firmer. She displays very good ground
coverage; however the ears should be a little firmer in movement. Maintains good
over line.
Grading: Excellent
Placing: First

102

DERINGOLSTA FLUEKINIT
3 years 10 months. 57cm. Medium size, medium strong, elongated, golden sable
female of good type. Feminine with good bone strength. Good head. Slight roman
nose. The eyes should be a fraction darker. Slight nick behind level withers. Straight
back. Slightly short and steep, well moulded croup. Good fore, and deep hindquarter
angulation. Good fore, and very good underchest. The pasterns should be a little
firmer. Stands a little open at the elbow. Steps a little wide at rear and narrow at the
front. The hock and elbow joints should be firmer. Displays good drive and reach,
however should hold the wither a little higher in movement.
Grading: Excellent
Placing: Fourth

OPEN BITCH
93

CH OAKWAY BOSSY BOOTS
Absent

94

CH DERINGOLSTA CHRISTMAS MAGIC
Under developed P1s. 5 years. 61cm. Very large, medium strong, slightly stretched,
gold sable female of good type. Expressive feminine head. The neck should be longer.
Slight nick behind level withers, firm back. Quite well moulded, slightly short croup. The
tail is set slightly high. The upper arm and shoulder are set steep. Slightly deep hind
angulation. Good fore and underchest. Good foreleg. Presented in out of coat
condition. Steps correct at front and rear. The hock joints should be tighter. Displays
good drive and reach with just a slight tendency to fall on the forehand.
Grading: Excellent
Placing: Fourth

95

AKTAHUND KEEP TAKIN ALL
5 years 2 months. 58.5cm. Just above medium size, medium strong, gold sable female
of good type. Presented in out of coat condition and slightly heavy. Good head and
expression. The neck should be a little longer. Level withers, straight back, slightly short
steep croup. The tail is set slightly high. The upper arm should be longer. Deep
hindquarter angulation. Good fore and pronounced underchest. Steps a little wide at
rear and not quite correct at front. The hock and elbow joints should be firmer overall.
Displays good drive and reach. Falls a little on the forehand.
Grading: Excellent
Placing: Fifth

96

HOLANDRA ICE PRINCESS
4.5 years. 62cm. Oversize, elongated, black and light gold female with very good
running bones. Expressive, head where the lips should be a little tighter. The long neck is
set slightly erect. Slight nick behind level withers. Firm back. Well moulded, slightly short
croup. The upper arm is of good length but set steep. Deep hindquarter angulation.
Good fore and under chest. Presented in out of coat condition. Stepping little narrow

at both front and rear. Brings good power from rear with good reach but should be
tighter in ligamentation overall.
Grading: Excellent
Placing: Seventh

97

BRENDA DEL FRUTTETO
4 years. 61cm. Very large, just medium strong, elongated black and red gold female.
Ideally the saddle markings should be more defined. Good head and expression.
Ideally, the neck should be a little longer. Good top line. Good fore and under chest.
Presented in slightly out of coat and heavy condition. Ideally, the pasterns should be a
little longer. Stepping a little narrow both front and rear. The bone strength should be
much stronger. Displays good drive and reach, maintaining a firm overline with good
energy.
Grading: Excellent
Placing: Third

98

OAKWAY FABULOSITY
4 years 2 months. 59cm. Well above medium size. Medium strong. Elongated black
and gold female of very good type. Expressive feminie head. Ideally, the skull and
foreface should be a little stronger. Medium eye colour. Strong powerful neck. Very
good top and underline. Very good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation.
Good length of foreleg. The ears are set a little too close on the skull. Stepping a little
narrow at front and rear she displays good drive and reach with good ground
coverage and very good top line.
Grading: Excellent
Placing: Second

100

ELLY DEI PRECISION (IMP-CAN)
3.5 years. 58.5cm. Above medium size. Medium strong. Expressive, well proportioned
black and gold female of good type. Well structured head with slightly large ears.
Ideally, the neck should be a little longer. High withers, firm back, slightly short croup.
The tail is set too high. The upper arm should be a little longer. Very good hindquarter
angulation. Pronounced fore and good underchest. Ideally, she should not get any
deeper in the chest. Steps correct at front and rear, where the hock joints should be a
little tighter. Displays good power from the rear drive with good fore reach. However,
there is a slight tendency to fall on the forehand.
Grading: Excellent
Placing: Sixth

101

ROMARISS GALAXY-STORM
3 years 3 months. 61cm. Very large, expressive, elongated, black and gold female of
pleasing type. Very good running bones. Expressive feminine head where the eyes
should be just a little darker. Strong powerful neck. Firm over line. Good fore and just
slightly short underchest. The upper arm is of good length but set a little steep. Very
good hindquarter angulation. Steps a little narrow at front and rear, where the hock
joints should be a little firmer. Displays powerful, far reaching movement with much
energy while maintaining a very good over line. A lovely moving female.
Grading: Excellent
Placing: First

